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(Willis). The Dozen a Day books are universally recognized as one of the most remarkable

technique series on the market for all ages! Each book in this series contains short warm-up

exercises to be played at the beginning of each practice session, providing excellent day-to-day

training for the student.
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I had this book when I took piano lessons starting in the early 80's and remember them well. I

recently started teaching again and came across them and immediately ordered two! My kids like

the short warm ups, but they are learning skills and gaining finger and hand flexibility and strength

while playing them. They love the names of the exercises and it falls back on when I compare

needing to warm up before playing with needing to warm up before participating in sports. These

exercises are the warm up for finger sports! Sometimes doing scales over and over gets boring and

tiresome, this book helps break that up!

Helped

I ordered this because I am teaching my 4 year old. I looked up first piano books, and this one came

up. It had great reviews. It's a great practice book, and for that I give it 5 stars. However, it is NOT a

first piano book. You need to be able to read music in order to use this, unless it is being used as



coloring pages.

Definitely above my skill level. I'm certain the product is great. Came in awesome condition.

bought this for a student who panics when given new music to help her feel comfortable with new

techniques. She knows the keyboard fairly well, but gets nervous when moving her hands around

the keyboard. hoping to be able to relate new songs and minimize the "i'll never learn this" factor by

using this book. Good for older students

I love this series of piano books. Fun and easy to do...each book gets harder. They make practising

enjoyable. I am glad  offers this awesome piano book series. All kids/adults may enjoy it

tremendously.

I currently teach piano. I remember using these while taking lessons myself. I find them to be helpful

in teaching warm-up and helping with strengthens notes recognition. They are simple and still

challenging at the same time.

I used this book as a child for piano exercises. It's been years since I played so I purchased the

book and it really has great exercises for the fingers. Highly recommend!
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